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Chapter 3 Coding, I/O for POJ, 

and Text Processing 
 

In this chapter, we introduce the coding, I/O for POJ, and text processing. It 

was necessary to solve some fundamental problems for POJ, including encoding, 

display, and search problems, which are not the same as for English and 

Mandarin. We first introduce the POJ character code, and discuss numbered POJ 

as the interchange code for various POJ encodings. We then propose a two-stage 

search strategy: perform the string matching and then filter the results. In 

addition, we propose query expansions, including toneless, glottal stop, checked 

syllable, and vowel search, because it is difficult for someone with a Mandarin 

education to distinguish the differences. We also describe POJ display methods 

and POJ word processing utilities, including phoneme segmentation, spelling 

checker, and syllable/word/sentence count utilities. At the end of this chapter, 

we describe a word segmentation method for HR mixed script. 

 

3.1 Character Code of POJ 

Since the Taiwanese language has no official status, we encountered great 

difficulty when we submitted a proposal to the Unicode Consortium to add all of 

the POJ symbols into unicode several years ago. The proposal began in 1997 (Te 

& Everson, 1997) and finally succeeded in 2004 (ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2 & WG2, 
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2004; TCA, 2003; H.-k. Tiunn, 2002). In addition, the characters of the 

Taiwanese Romanized script are separated into different zones, including Basic 

Latin (0020-007F, English), Latin-1 (00A0-00FF, French, Germany), Latin 

Extended-A (0100-017F: Latvian, Romanian, Polish, Lithuanian, Croatian, 

Esperanto, Maltese, Irish, Czech), Latin Extended-B (0180-0233: Zulu, 

Pan-Nigerian, Zhuang, Acrican, Ewe, Pinyin), Latin Extended Additional 

(1EF0-1EF9: Livonian, Vietnamese), and Combining Diacritical Marks 

(0300-306F) (H.-k. Tiunn, 2003). 

The policy of unicode is that if a new character can be combined from two 

or three in existence, they will not approve the application for this new 

character. Under this policy, an application was just submitted for the last POJ 

script symbol: dot above right (“ . ”), which was adopted in June 2004 (0358) 

(Iunn et al., 2008). 

Based on this encoding policy, a POJ character may have two encoding 

methods. For example, when you see “á”, it could be a single Unicode character 

or could be composed of two Unicode characters “a” and “ �”. If we use unicode 

to search for a pattern, we will miss some results. 

The following table lists the unicode encoding of POJ characters. 

Table 3 - 1 POJ Unicode Encoding 
POJ Numbered POJ Unicode 2 Unicode 3 Unicode 
Á A2 00C1 0041+0301  

á a2 00E1 0061+0301  
À A3 00C0 0041+0300  

à a3 00E0 0061+0300  
Â A5 00C2 0041+0302  
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Table 3 - 1 POJ Unicode Encoding 
POJ Numbered POJ Unicode 2 Unicode 3 Unicode 

â a5 00E2 0061+0302  

� A7 0100 0041+0304  
� a7 0101 0061+0304  

A� A8  0041+030D  
a� a8  0061+030D  

É E2 00C9 0045+0301  
é e2 00E9 0065+0301  

È E3 00C8 0045+0300  
è e3 00E8 0065+0300  
Ê E5 00CA 0045+0302  

ê e5 00EA 0065+0302  
� E7 0102 0045+0304  

� e7 0103 0065+0304  
E� E8  0045+030D  

e� e8  0065+030D  
Í I2 00CD 0049+0301  

í i2 00ED 0069+0301  
Ì I3 00CC 0049+0300  

ì i3 00EC 0069+0300  
Î I5 00CE 0049+0302  

î i5 00EE 0069+0302  
� I7 012A 0049+0304  

	 i7 012B 0069+0304  
I � I8  0049+030D  


 � i8  0069+030D  
� M2 1E3E 004D+0301  

� m2 1E3F 006D+0301  
M  M3  004D+0300  

m  m3  006D+0300  
M�  M5  004D+0302  

m�  m5  006D+0302  
M�  M7  004D+0304  
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Table 3 - 1 POJ Unicode Encoding 
POJ Numbered POJ Unicode 2 Unicode 3 Unicode 
m�  m7  006D+0304  

M�  M8  004D+030D  
m�  m8  006D+030D  

� N2 0143 004E+0301  
� n2 0144 006E+0302  

� N3 01F8 004E+0300  
� n3 01F9 006E+0300  

N�  N5  004E+0302  
n� n5  006E+0302  
N�  N7  004E+0304  

n� n7  006E+0304  
N�  N8  004E+030D  

n� n8  006E+030D  
� nn/N 207F   

Ó O2 00D3 004F+0301  
ó o2 00F3 006F+0301  

Ò O3 00D2 004F+0300  
ò o3 00F2 006F+0300  

Ô O5 00D4 004F+0302  
ô o5 00F4 006F+0302  

� O7 014C 004F+0304  
� o7 014D 006F+0304  

O�  O8  004F+030D  
o� o8  006F+030D  

O� Ou  004F+0358  
o� ou  006F+0358  

Ó� Ou2  00D3+0358 004F+0301+0358 
ó� ou2  00F3+0358 006F+0301+0358 

Ò� Ou3  00D2+0358 004F+0300+0358 
ò� ou3  00F2+0358 006F+0300+0358 

Ô� Ou5  00D4+0358 004F+0302+0358 
ô� ou5  00F4+0358 006F+0302+0358 
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Table 3 - 1 POJ Unicode Encoding 
POJ Numbered POJ Unicode 2 Unicode 3 Unicode 
�� Ou7  014C+0358 004F+0304+0358 

�� ou7  014D+0358 006F+0304+0358 
O� � Ou8   004F+030D+0358 

o�� ou8   006F+030D+0358 
Ú U2 00DA 0055+0301  

ú u2 00FA 0075+0301  
Ù U3 00D9 0055+0300  

ù u3 00F9 0075+0300  
Û U5 00DB 0055+0302  
û u5 00FB 0075+0302  

� U7 016A 0055+0304  
� u7 016B 0075+0304  

U� U8  0055+030D  
u� u8  0075+030D  

Source from (Lau, 2002), author’s modification. 

 

3.2 Two Kinds of POJ Representation 

The Taiwanese language is a kind of tone language, so it needs the diacritics 

to represent tones in Romanization script. Generally speaking, the position of 

diacritic is above the main vowel character of the syllable. In fact, there exist 

different versions of orthography. For example, the vowel “oe”, someone puts 

the diacritic on “o” (eg. “óe”), others puts it on “e” (eg. “oé”). If we search for 

“óe”, “oé” will not be found. 

The above problem can be solved through use of an internal representation 

of POJ, i.e. numbered POJ. In numbered POJ, the diacritic is replaced by 

number 2,3,5,7,8 and put at the last position of the syllable. Also, the nasal “�” 
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and the vowel “o�” are replaced with “N/nn” and “ou” respectively. The 

substitution allows the numbered POJ representation to be plain text. The 

contrast between POJ and numbered POJ is listed below: 

Table 3 - 2 POJ and Numbered POJ Synopsis
POJ Numbered 

POJ 
Example 

� 2 hái � hai2 

� 3 làng � lang3 
� 5 bêng � beng5 

� 7 si�� sia7 
� 8 jo�ah�joah8 

� N or nn ta� � taN or tann 
. ou ko� � kou 

 

Table 3 - 3 Example of Taiwanese Article in 3 Scripts  

POJ Numbered POJ Han-POJ 
Mixed 

Chá-chêng t	 Se-kok � 
bó�-lâng, ang-bó� nn�g-ê 
sio-hóe-thòa� teh t��-o�ah; 
s	 kèng-khiân ho�k-s�i 
Chú, gâu h� khóan-th�i 
lâng. Í-keng g��-cha�p g�a 
hòe, iáu-b�e � kiá�-jî. S	 
chin sàn-hiong, ke-l�i bô 
pòa�-h�ng m
 �h, chí-� 
ch
 �t-tè chhù thang 
khi�-khí, iok-li�ng ta�t 600 
gîn n�-ti��. Chia�h-chh�ng 
siông-siông khiàm-khoeh. 

Cha2-cheng5 ti7 Se-kok u7 
bou2-lang5, ang-bou2 nng7-e5 
sio-hoe2-thoann3 teh tou7-oah8; 
si7 keng3-khian5 hok8-sai7 
Chu2, gau5 ho7 khoan2-thai7 
lang5. I2-keng gou7-chap8 goa7 
hoe3, iau2-boe7 u7 kiann2-ji5. 
Si7 chin san3-hiong, ke-lai7 bo5 
poann3-hang7 mih8, chi2-u7 
chit8-te3 chhu3 thang 
khia7-khi2, iok-liong7 tat8 600 
gin5 na7-tiann7. Chiah8-chheng7 
siong5-siong5 khiam3-khoeh. 

t	 

teh 

gâu

iáu-b�e

hiong

thang
600

n� -ti��
 

Source from (Iunn, 2006a). 
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When we sort Taiwanese syllables and words, the sequence of the result can 

fit our needs. This is another advantage of numbered POJ representation. 

For this numbered POJ strategy, we need a converting system between POJ 

and numbered POJ. This system would store Taiwanese text with numbered POJ 

and display it using POJ. 

On the other hand, when users browse webpages that contain POJ, they 

may get some unreadable characters (mojibake), because of a lack of 

corresponding fonts. Users can be asked to install specific fonts, but an 

alternative solution is to provide a POJ graph display. 

 

3.3 Search Problem with POJ Text 

 

3.3.1 Issues with POJ Text Search 

When phonetic searches are performed using a Romanized script, the 

following points need to be taken into consideration. 

(a) In Han characters, each character is a syllable. When a user searches for 

data using Han characters, string matching is sufficient. If a user wants 

to search by POJ, string matching will return redundancies. For 

example, if a user searches for the syllable “a”, other syllables will also 

be returned, such as “ah,” “an2,” “kak,” etc. 

(b) SQL provides case insensitive searching, but it is designed for English. In 

numbered POJ, the meanings of “N” (nasal) and “n” (syllabic 

consonant) are different. 
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Therefore, it is not sufficient to use case-insensitive string matching when 

we search POJ text. 

 

3.3.2 Two-Stage Search Method: String Matching Then Filtering 

If a user wants to use SQL to search data with numbered POJ, like  

“select * from dict_table where poj_field like ‘%input_str%,’” 

some problems may be encountered: 

(a) When a user searches for “a,” they do not want all of the words that 

contain “a” (such as “a2,” “ah,” and “khoan2”). Similarly, when a user 

searches for “o,” they do not want “ou,” “oh,” etc. to be displayed in the 

result list. 

(b) When a user searches for “tan” “single, ,” they do not want the word 

“taN” “carry with a shoulder pole, .” This is a case sensitive situation. 

The problem presented in case (a) can be resolved via exact matching at the 

syllable level, rather than the word level. However, for case (b), most of the SQL 

commands are case insensitive, since it is designed for English, not POJ text. 

The other problems we need to deal with are: 

(c) The first character of a sentence or proper noun is also case insensitive. 

This is the same as in English; please compare with (b). 

(d) The hyphen problem, where the definition of a word may leave some 

ambiguities. For example, some people write “chiah8-png7” “eat rice, 

,” while others write “chiah8 png7.” In addition, some people use 
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the symbol “--” to mark the neutral sandhi, while others use “-”. 

Therefore, we need to use a two-stage strategy when using numbered POJ 

to search POJ text. We utilized SQL commands for string matching and then 

wrote some functions to filter these preliminary results to get the final results. 

The following is a POJ text match algorithm. We decompose the word into 

individual syllables to solve problem (d). 

 

1.  execute SQL commands and get preliminary results 
2.  put the user input string to a string array A, one syllable per cell 
3.  if the first character of a cell is uppercase, replace it with lowercase  
4.  m � length of the string array 
5.  for each result record 
6.     put the POJ field data to a string array B, one syllable per cell 
7.     if the first character of a cell is uppercase, replace it with lowercase 
8.     n� length of the string array 
9.     for i= 0 to (n-m) 
10.  if  (case sensitive match A[0], B[i] for length m) then true 
11.   else false 
12.  end if 
13.    next i 
14.  next 
15.  display the records which match is true 

Fig 3 - 1 POJ Text Match Algorithm (Target: Word) 

 

In line 1, we execute SQL commands to get the preliminary results. In line 2, 

we decompose the input string (a word) into syllable(s), and put them in array A 

in order. In line 3, we replace the first character with the lowercase for all cells. 

Please refer to case (c). In line 4, we count the length of the input string; in other 

words, we count the number of syllable(s) of the input string. Let the number be 

m. Lines 5 to 14 show a for loop that is used to examine the results one by one. 
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In line 6, we decompose the result (a word) into syllable(s), and put them into 

array B in order. We replace the first character with the lowercase for all cells, 

and count the number of syllable(s) of the result in lines 7 and 8. Let the length 

be n. The for loop from line 9 to line 13 performs a case sensitive match. Note 

that the length of the input string may be less than the length of the result. If 

every syllable is the same, we mark it as true. In line 15, we finally print the 

results, which are marked true. 

 

3.3.3 Query Expansions: Toneless, Glottal Stop, Checked 

Syllable, and Vowel 

Some people may not be familiar with the phonemes of the Taiwanese 

language, either because of the influence of Mandarin or from a lack of exposure. 

On the other hand, because some want to investigate the phonetic phenomenon 

in detail, they need more powerful search tools. Query expansion may satisfy 

their needs. 

For people who are not familiar with the phonemes of the Taiwanese 

language, some specific phonemes will be confused with other phonemes, 

including: 

(a) Tone: there are 4 tones in Mandarin but 7 tones in Taiwanese. Some 

people can hardly distinguish the differences. 

(b) Glottal stop: a glottal stop (-h) is a weakness of checked syllable, and 

has disappeared from some people’s pronunciation. Some people 

cannot distinguish between “a” and “ah,” which is a good example 
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of the contrast between a non-glottal stop and a glottal stop. 

(c) Checked syllable: there are no checked syllables in Mandarin but 

four kinds of checked syllables (-p | -t | -k | -h) inTaiwanese. It is 

difficult for some to distinguish the difference. 

A toneless search includes a glottal stop search. For a toneless search, we 

need to search for a syllable that has same beginning part and ends with “ | -2 

| -3 | -h | -5 | -7 | -h8” (  means empty). 

The following is the POJ toneless search algorithm: 

 

1.  if the last part of user input is [1|2|3|h4|h|4|5|7|8|h8] then eliminate it 
2.  execute SQL command 
3.  for each result record 
4.     if the modified user input exactly match the left part of POJ field then 
5.   x�the right part of POJ field (POJ field - modified user input) 
6.   if x = [�|2|3|h|4|5|7|8|h8] then true 
7.     end if 
8.  next 
9.  display the records which match is true 

Fig 3 - 2 POJ Toneless Search Algorithm (Target: Syllable) 
 

In line 1, we eliminate the last part of the input if that is [1|2|3|h4|h|4|5|7| 

8|h8]. In line 2, we execute the SQL command to match the modified input. The 

for loop from line 3 to line 8 examines each result. In line 4, we eliminate the 

result if the left part does not exactly match. We then examine the right part of 

the result in lines 5 and 6. If the right part is [�|2|3|h|4|5|7|8|h8] then we mark 

it as true. Finally, we print the results marked as true in line 9. 

For a checked syllable search, we need to search for a syllable that has the 

same beginning part and ends with “ -p | -t | -k | -h | -p8 | -t8 | -k8 | -h8.” This is 
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also a toneless search but non-checked syllables are excluded. 

The following is the POJ checked syllable search algorithm: 

 

1.  if the last part of user input is [p|t|k|h|p8|t8|k8|h8] then eliminate it 
2.  execute SQL command 
3.  for each result record 
4.     if the modified user input exactly match the left part of POJ field then 
5.   x�the right part of POJ field (POJ field - modified user input) 
6.   if x = [p|t|k|h|p8|t8|k8|h8] then true 
7.     end if 
8.  next 
9.  display the records which match is true 

Fig 3 - 3 POJ Checked Syllable Search Algorithm (Target: Syllable) 

 

This algorithm is the same as the POJ toneless search algorithm. We just 

replace the [1|2|3|h4|h|4|5|7|8|h8] with [p|t|k|h|p8|t8|k8|h8]. 

A vowel search is another idea. Someone may want to write a poem in 

which the vowels of the last syllable of each sentence are the same (rhyme); 

others may want to observe some Han character phenomenon or rule for the 

same vowel. 

A vowel search is more complicated. If a user wants to search for a nasal 

vowel, e.g. “aN”, the search system needs to search not only for “-aN-“, but also 

for the “ma- “, “na-“, and “nga-“ patterns. We also need to take notice of “m”, 

“n”, and “ng”, as these can act as both consonants and vowels. We need to 

search in reverse order if we want to find the vowels “m”, “n”, or “ng”. 

By the way, a vowel search is also a toneless search. 
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1.  decompose user input to tone, vowel and consonant parts from right to left 
2.  execute SQL command, only match the vowel part 
3.  for each result record 
4.     l � the leftside of vowel in POJ field 
5.     r � the rightside of vowel in POJ field 
6.     if r=[2|3|5|7|8] and  
      l=[�|p|ph|m|b|t|th|n|l|k|kh|g|ng|h|ch|chh|s|j] then true 
7.  next 
8.  display the records which match is true 

Fig 3 - 4 POJ Vowel Search Algorithm (Data: Syllable) 
 

In line 1, we decompose the input string into tone, vowel, and consonant 

parts, of which we need only the vowel part. The method will be described in 

Section 3.5.1. We then an execute SQL command to match the vowel part only 

in line 2. The for loop from line 3 to line 7 is used to filter the results one by one. 

We extract the left side part of the modified input string in line 4 and the right 

side part of the revised input string in line 5 from the result. If the left side part 

is [�|p|ph|m|b|t|th|n|l|k|kh|g| ng|h|ch|chh|s|j] and the right side part is 

[2|3|5|7|8] then this result is marked as true. Finally we print all of the results that 

are marked as true. 

For example, when a user searches for the “a” vowel, the SQL search will 

find “pa2,” “kia7,” and “khang,” among others. The “pa2” result is correct (“p” 

is a consonant and “2” is a tone), but “kia7” and “khang” are incorrect (the left 

part “ki” in “kia7” is not a consonant, and the right part “ng” in “khang” is not a 

tone). 

 

3.3.4 Examples of Search Results 

The following examples are from the OTMD and OTSD. 
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If a user uses a toneless search to search for “hoe-chhia” in the OTMD, they can get: 
 

Table 3 - 4 Toneless Search for “hoe-chhia” 
     

1 hóe-chhia / 
hé-chhia 

  railway train; 

2 hóe-chhiah / 
hé-chhiah 

   

3 hòe-chhia / 
hè-chhia 

  truck, freight-car, freight-train; 

4 hoe-chhia   vehicle decorated with flowers (used for 
funerals); 

 

If a user looks up “cha” with a checked syllable search in the OTSD, they 

can get: 

Table 3 - 5 Checked Syllable Search for “cha” 
      

1 chah  2 chah  3 chah  4 chah  

5 chah  6 cha�h  7 cha�h  8 cha�h  

9 cha�h  10 cha�h  11 cha�h  12 cha�h  

13 cha�h  14 cha�h  15 cha�h  16 chak  

17 chak  18 chak  19 cha�k  20 cha�k  

21 cha�k  22 cha�k  23 cha�k  24 cha�k  

25 cha�k  26 chap  27 chap  28 chap  

29 chap  30 chap  31 chap  32 chap  

33 chap  34 chap  35 chap  36 cha�p  

37 cha�p  38 cha�p  39 cha�p  40 cha�p  

41 cha�p  42 cha�p  43 cha�p  44 cha�p  

45 chat  46 chat  47 chat  48 chat  

49 chat  50 chat  51 chat  52 chat  

53 chat  54 chat  55 chat  56 cha�t  

57 cha�t  58 cha�t  59 cha�t  60 cha�t  

61 cha�t  62 cha�t  63 cha�t    
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If a user searches for the vowel “uiN” using a vowel search in the OTSD, 

they can get: 

Table 3 - 6 Vowel Search for “uiN” 

 POJ Han 
char.  POJ Han 

char.  POJ Han 
char.  POJ Han 

char.
1 chhui�  2 chhui�  3 chhui�  4 chhui�  

5 chhui�  6 chui�  7 chùi�  8 ch�i�  

9 hûi�  10 hûi�  11 hûi�  12 hûi�  

13 h�i�  14 h�i�  15 khui�  16 khui�  

17 kui�  18 kui�  19 kui�  20 kúi�  

21 kúi�  22 kúi�  23 kúi�  24 kúi�  

25 kúi�  26 kùi�  27 kùi�  28 kûi�  

29 kûi�  30 kûi�  31 kûi�  32 k�i�  

33 mui  34 mui  35 múi  36 múi  

37 múi  38 mûi  39 mûi  40 mûi  

41 mûi  42 mûi  43 mûi  44 mûi  

45 mûi  46 mûi  47 mûi  48 mûi  

49 mûi  50 mûi  51 m�i  52 m�i  

53 m�i  54 núi  55 nûi  56 nûi  

57 nûi  58 n�i  59 n�i  60 pui�  

61 púi�  62 p�i�  63 sui�  64 thûi�  

65 thùi�  66 thùi�  67 thùi�  68 thui�  

69 túi�  70 túi�  71 túi�  72 tùi�  

73 tùi�  74 tûi�  75 t�i�  76 ui�  

77 úi�  78 úi�  79 ùi�  80 ûi�  

81 �i�          
 

3.4 POJ Text Display 

3.4.1 Issues with POJ Text Display 

Based on the above description, we used numbered POJ for the internal 
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representation. Thus, we needed a POJ and numbered POJ conversion system. 

Only a few fonts fully support the Unicode encoding policy, which can 

combine two characters into a new character. At present, POJ can be displayed 

correctly by the following fonts: Taigi Unicode, Doulos SIL, Charis SIL, Gentium, 

DejaVu, etc (Iunn, 2006b; Laenen et al., 2004; Lau, 2005; SIL). 

One of the above fonts can be installed to let the browser display POJ 

normally, but some people lack the necessary privileges to change the settings 

on the computer they use. An alternative is to display POJ using graphics. 
 

3.4.2 POJ and Numbered POJ Conversion Method 

The basic idea for converting POJ into numbered POJ is to do so syllable by 

syllable, first replacing the diacritic with a number and then moving this 

number to the last character of the syllable. For example, 

lâng � la5ng � lang5 

Fig 3 - 5 shows the first step of the conversion. 

1.  for each POJ syllable 
2.   convert diacritic symbols to the corresponding numbers (lookup table)
3.   move the number to the rightmost 
4.  next 

Fig 3 - 5 POJ to Numbered POJ Algorithm 

 

We use the same idea to process numbered POJ into POJ. The tone number 

is first moved to the position after the main vowel character and then replaced 

by the internal POJ representation. 

To move the tone number to the correct position, we need to rank the vowel 
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characters. From an observation of POJ orthography, their priorities are listed 

below: 

o a e u i n m

Notice that the above characters appear only once in a syllable, except for 

“n”, since “n” can be a consonant (“n,” “ng”), vowel (“ng,” “an,” “in,” etc.), or 

nasal (“nn”). The position of the diacritic in the syllable “nng” should be the 

second “n”. 

We can use a one-dimensional array to record the positions of the above 

characters as they appear in syllables. 

1.  for each POJ syllable 
2.    Initial value is 0 
3.    Scan the syllable from left to right, if the character is in the set of 
     above characters; put the number of position to the  
     corresponding field. Note that the number may be overwritten by 
     other latter numbers if the character appears twice or more. 
4.    the first non-zero number is the position of diacritic 
5.  next 

Fig 3 - 6 Numbered POJ to POJ Algorithm  

 
For example (the underlined number is the first non-zero number),  

o a e u i n m nng7 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 nn7g nn�g

 
o a e u i n m mi5  0 0 0 0 2 0 1 mi5 mî

 
o a e u i n m koai2 2 3 0 0 4 0 0 ko2ai kóai

Additionally, we also need to convert the “nn”/“N” and “ou” patterns into 
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the corresponding symbols. The last two characters in the “nn”/ “N” pattern can 

be replaced with “�”. For example, 

phainn2 � pha2inn � pháinn � phái� 

Note that we cannot convert the “nn”/“N” pattern when it appears at the 

beginning of the syllable. “nn” in the beginning of a syllable is a part of “nng,” 

the first “n” is a consonant and the second “n” is part of the vowel. “N” in the 

beginning means that the syllable is at the beginning of a sentence or a proper 

noun. 

As for “ou,” we can replace the “o<num>u” pattern with “ou<num>” 

and then convert to POJ. For example, 

kounn5 � ko5unn � kou5nn � kô�� 

In fact, if the leading vowel character is “o,” “a,” “e,” or “u,” the position of 

the diacritic must be the position of the leading vowel. From this observation, 

we can reduce the array size from 7 to 3 (only i, n, m). 

Another way to convert numbered POJ into POJ is via regular expressions. 

There is also a wider conversion system in Java made by Jer-min Tsai. This 

system can be used online or the source code can be downloaded (J.-m. Tsai, 

2007). 

 

3.4.3 POJ Graph Display 

If you want to display POJ on web pages, and do not want to require end 

users to install specific fonts, POJ graph display is an alternative method. 
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The concept is not difficult; just replace each POJ character with a 

corresponding graph. A transparent graph works better with the background of 

web pages. The GIF or PNG format is a better choice than the JPG format. 

Ún-giân Iûnn has collected some POJ character graphs in PNG format (Iunn, 

2006b). 

1.  for each POJ syllable 
2.     move the tone number to the right of main vowel 
3.      replace the main vowel and tone number to the corresponding  

      diacritic graph 
4.     replace other character to the corresponding graph 
5.  next 

Fig 3 - 7 Numbered POJ to POJ Graph Algorithm  

 

 

3.4.4 Examples of Display Results 

The following two figures demonstrate the two different display strategies. 
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Fig 3 - 8 Unicode Display of POJ 

 

Fig 3 - 9 Graph Display of POJ 
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3.5 Some Text Processing Utilities for POJ 

3.5.1 POJ Phoneme Segmentation and Spelling Checker 

For written language, a spelling checker is a useful tool. We have written a 

spelling checker with an added phoneme segmentation function. 

It is possible to use a finite state machine technique to create a POJ spelling 

checker via a state transition diagram, but it is a lengthy process. You could also 

make a table, list all of the legal POJ syllables, then refer to the table to 

determine whether or not a POJ syllable is spelled correctly. The size of this 

table would be about 3000+ entries. 

Decomposing a POJ syllable into three parts, i.e. consonant, vowel, and tone, 

will make this work simpler. Note that this method may pass over a legal but 

nonexistent POJ syllable like “man7.” 

Taiwanese contains non-consonant syllables, like “ong5,” but no non-vowel 

syllables, and some characters can be used as either part of a consonant or a 

vowel. We need to decompose a POJ syllable in the reverse direction, i.e. from 

right to left. If a POJ syllable is read from left to right, it is impossible to 

distinguish between a consonant and vowel when “ng” appears. The “ng” in the 

syllable “nga2” is a consonant, but in the syllable “ng5” it is a vowel. 

When reading a numbered POJ syllable from right to left, the first part is 

the tone, which contains a zero or a single number. The second part is a vowel; 

note that vowels must be arranged in descending length order, for example, 

“iau” (with a length of 3) precedes “u” (which has a length of 1). The last part is 
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either zero or a single consonant. 

1.  //decompose a syllable into tone, vowel, consonant parts from right to left
2.  convert the first character to lowercase 
3.  // tone number part 
4.  if the last char is [2|3|4|7|8] then 
5.     tone number is the number, eliminate the number 
6.  elseif the char(s) end with [hN|p|t|k|h] then 
7.     the tone number is 4 
8.  elseif the last char is [N|a|e|g|i|m|n|o|u] then 
9.     the tone number is 1 
10.  else 
11.     return false 
12.  end if 
13.  //vowel part 
14.  if the last chars are [oaihN|iang|ong|iahN|iauh|oaiN|oang|iauN|ahN| 
   aiN|ang|auh|ehN|eng|auN|iaN|iah|iam|ian|iap|iat|iau|iau|ioh|iok|  
   ioN|iuN|iak|iou|iuh|ngh|ouN|oaN|oah|oai|oan|oat|oeh|ouh|ong|uiN|
   uih|aN|ah|ai|ak|am|an|ap|at|au|eN|eh|ek|iN|ia|im|in|io|ip|it|iu|ih|  
   mh|ng|oN|oa|oe|oh|ok|om|op|uh|ui|un|ut|a|e|i|m|o|u] then 
15.   vowel is the above part, eliminate the part 
16.  else 
17.   return false 
18.  end if 
19.  // consonant part 
20.  if the remain chars are [ |p|ph|m|b|t|th|n|l|k|kh|g|ng|h|ch|chh|s|j] then
21.     consonant is the above part 
22.  else 
23.     return false 
24.  end if 
25.  return true 

Fig 3 - 10 Check If a Legal POJ Syllable Algorithm  

We first determine the tone number. In lines 4 to 12, we check the tone 

number for four cases: (a) if the last character of the syllable is [2|3|4|7|8], then 

the character represents the tone number and should be eliminated; (b) if the 
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syllable ends with [hN|p|t|k|h], then the tone number is 4; (c) if the last 

character of the syllable is [N|a|e|g|i|m|n|o|u], then the tone number is 1; (d) 

otherwise. Case (d) represents a situation where the string is not a legal POJ 

syllable. For case (a) to case (c), the algorithm continues. 

From line 14 to line 18 we check the vowel part. We list all of the vowels in 

descending order by length and check them one by one. If the right-hand part of 

the modified input string matches one of the vowels listed above, then we get 

the vowel part, eliminate it, and go on. The input string is not a legal POJ 

syllable if we cannot match the vowel part. 

Finally we check the consonant part from line 20 to line 24. If the modified 

input string is [ |p|ph|m|b|t|th|n|l|k|kh|g|ng|h|ch|chh|s|j], then the string is the 

consonant part. 

We can use this algorithm to decompose a POJ syllable into three parts or to 

check whether or not a string is a legal POJ syllable. 

 

3.5.2 POJ Syllable/Word/Sentence Count 

If you have a collection of written Taiwanese materials in POJ, a basic 

counting tool is necessary. 

POJ is similar to English; blank spaces are used for word boundaries, and 

hyphens and blank spaces are used for syllable boundaries. The only exception is 

when writing continuous digits (a number), for example, “1234” can be read as 

“it-j	 sam-sù” (2 words and 4 syllables) or as “ch
 �t-chheng nn�g-pah sa�-cha�p-sì” 

(3 words and 7 syllables). The number problem needs more deliberate 
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manipulation; we just treat “1234” as 1 word and 4 syllables for the sake of 

convenience. 

However, sentence boundaries are more ambiguous. “Enter” is a boundary, 

a period “.” is a boundary, but continuous periods (an ellipsis, “…”) are not. As 

for the question mark “?”, exclamation mark “!”, and interrobang “!?”, 

sometimes they are sentence boundaries and sometimes they are not. 

We have established an online syllable/word/sentence system for POJ (Lau, 

2006). The following figure demonstrates some results from it. 

 

Fig 3 - 11 Result from Online Syllable/Word/Sentence Count System for POJ 
 

3.6 Word Segmentation for HR Mixed Script 

Word segmentation is a basic tool for processing written Taiwanese in Han 

or HR mixed script. We can treat Han script as a special case of HR mixed script. 

HR mixed script word segmentation is more complicated than Mandarin 

segmentation. In Han script, a Han character is also a syllable, whereas a POJ 

character is not a syllable in most situations. In numbered POJ, a syllable has 
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eight characters at most (e.g. “chhiang5”). In HR mixed script, a POJ syllable is 

separated by a blank space, punctuation, hyphen, or Han character. Ideally, 

when performing word segmentation, it is beneficial to split the input string into 

individual syllables. This is more complicated than word segmentation for 

Mandarin. In practice, we can ignore the syllable level, and just treat a word as a 

character string. This method is simpler but takes more time. We can use a 

function to count the lengths of the Taiwanese words in the OTMD.1  

We implemented an online word segmantation system based on the OCTS 

and the backward maximal maching algorithm (Lau & Iunn, 2007). Fig 3 - 12 

shows the algorithm. 

1.  Initial : S1 is the input string, S2 is an empty string 
2.  while S1 is not empty 
3.    w = right (S1, MaxLen) 
4.    while Lookup(w)==False and IsNotPOJWord(w) and length(w)>1
5.      w = right (w, length(w)-1) 
6.   end while 
7.    S2 = ‘[’ + w + ‘]’ + S2 
8.    S1 = Left (S1, length(S1)-length(w) ) 
9. end while 
10. output S2 

Fig 3 - 12 Backward Maximal Matching Algorithm for HR Mixed Script 

S1 is the input string, S2 will be the output. In line 3, w is the right part of 

S1 and MaxLen is the length. Lines 4 to 6 perform an exhaustive search to 

determine whether or not w is in the OTMD. If we cannot find string w in the 

OTMD, then we eliminate the leftmost character of w and continue looking until 

                                                 
1 The maximal length of a word in the OTMD is 20, “ngiauh8-ngiauh8-soan.” This word includes 
three syllables. 
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we find w in the OTMD or the length of w is 1. Note that even if w is a legal POJ 

word (one or more syllables), we need to stop the while loop if it cannot be 

found in the OTMD. Lines 7 and 8 change S1 and S2. This algorithm will stop 

when S1 is empty. 

Let us take the input string “Ui3 ,” “Viewing the 

Taiwanese word variation from the Taiwanese Bible,” for an example. The 

length of the string is 13, less than the maximal length; therefore, w = “Ui3

” at first. Because w is not in the OTMD, we let w = “i3

,” “3 ,” … . When w = “ ,” 

we find that w is in the OTMD, then S1= “Ui3 ” and S2 = 

“[ ].” The algorithm continues processing until S1 is empty and S2 = 

“[Ui3][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ].” 

If we scan the input string from left to right, the method is called forward 

maximal matching (Yu, 2003). When we take the same input as an example, the 

result will be S2= “[Ui3][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ],” which is 

different from the above result. This is the ambiguity case. 

From observations, we found that the results of backward maximal 

matching are more accurate on average. Therefore, we adopted the backward 

maximal matching strategy to implement the HR mixed script word 

segmentation system. 

In practice, we also refer to some of the morphological principles listed in 

(K.-k. Chan, 1997). We merge certain patterns (words) to a word, including 

merging “[A][A][ ],” “[A][A],” “[A][A][A],” “[AB][AB],” “[A][A][B][B]” to 
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“[AA ],” “[AA],” “[AAA],” “[ABAB],” “[AABB]” etc., where “A” and “B” 

represent different syllables. Additionally, since the usage of Han characters is 

not consistent, we offer users the ability to input their own dictionary to 

increase their word segmentation accuracy rate. 
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